
THE PERFECT GIFT

"Writing by hand, activates the senses. It feels good;
you reach your inner self; you remember what you

put down." 

- Helene Jouper, Bookbinder, Creator, Founder 

A PROFOUND SENSE OF STYLE

Two JOUPER Notebooks in a stylish envelope is a
carefully chosen gift for your business relationships,
customers, and employees.

"Amazingly good for fountain pen".

SWEDISH DESIGN

"This notebook is soft and friendly, you just don’t
want to let it go! Actually, you will want to start
working with it right away. I was inspired by these
feelings and reinforced them by adding an
impression of warm textile. The naming, Tweed &
Brush, came naturally."

- Ulrika Majstrovic Hansén, Stockholm, SE

https://joupernotebooks.com/sv


”I love to give gifts. I love every step of the process. I love
researching, choosing, deliberating, ordering, writing

out the card, presenting it and seeing the look of
appreciation on their faces.” 

- Kevin Carlsson, Copenhagen, DK

Perfect size, comfortable to hold, flat open
spread, wonderful to write in, and soft even covers
free from pockets and rivets. Easy to carry, easy to
put away, and looks good on a table.

A notebook is a good friend to carry with you
wherever you go.

LIFESTYLE

Whether your receiver is an artist, a pen addict or
just enjoys stylish design, they will get the best from
the paper world, the book production world and the
design world. 

BEST OF WORLDSGIVING IS REWARDING

Your gift will be perceived as highly valuable.



The notebooks are sold in 2-packs with matching
patterns and colors, PLUM and PETROL respectively. 

"I feel these notebooks are far too beautiful  to write in
while at the same time I'm seized by the desire to pick

up the pen. Luckily, I got two of them!" 

- Tobias Jonsson, Stockholm, SE

THE EXPERIENCE

JOUPER Notebooks has prepared a paper
specifically for fountain pen use; it prevents the ink
from ghosting and bleeding through. The paper is
named Serilda and is manufactured at a paper mill
in the Netherlands.

Serilda is acid-free, FSC-certified, and recyclable.

She ages slowly and will not change for 100 years.

A SET OF NOTEBOOKS

Size, Medium 148 x 182 mm
Paper SERILDA 100 gsm
Blank, smooth and natural white
Ink proof for fountain pen
Thread stitched, flat open spread, 64 pages

The back cover flap can be folded into a
bookmark
A lined and squared guide sheet is included

Acid-free, FSC-certified, recyclable

Graphic design, Ulrika M Hansén, Stockholm, SE

Made i Europe by JOUPER.com

UNIQUE PAPER



Helene JouperUlrika Majstrovic  Hansén

STYLE and SUSTAINABILITY

Style and sustainability go hand in hand. Our
paper products are acid-free and recyclable. The
cellulose origins only from FSC safeguarded areas,
mainly from within Europe. Quality is a question of
thoroughness.

Made in Europe by JOUPER.com

We are on a mission to show that design,
functionality, optimal paper quality, and
sustainability don't need to be mutually exclusive.
They all fit in the same product.

To every paper lover, to everyone who wants to
express themselves by hand and who feels bliss at
the rasping sound of a pen, we want to give the
absolute best and most inspiring material to be
found.

“The love of paper and stories was in the family. As a
child I spent hours and hours writing fairy tales. I

stitched the pages together using my mother’s sewing
machine. With becoming a bookbinder in 2006 I had
the opportunity to study what makes a book a really

good book."

-Helene Jouper, Bagarmossen, SE

"I'm basically an artist, so it goes without saying that
working with quality materials is paramount. Therefore,
the journey of visually creating JOUPER Notebooks has
been delightful and engaging.

The collaboration has been going on for a long time,
giving and taking, and I am very pleased with the

result."

- Ulrika Majstrovic Hansén, Stockholm, SE

CRAFTSMANSHIPVISUAL DESIGN JOUPER Notebooks

Ulrika Majstrovic Hansén is an awesome art
director, designer, and interior & lifestyle
photographer. She has designed the TWEED &
BRUSH collection and is the creator of JOUPER
Notebook's visual identity.

Helene Jouper is a trained bookbinder and has a
background as a prototype maker, bookbinding
designer, manufacturer and trader. She runs Jouper
Design Stockholm and is the creator of JOUPER
Notebooks. 

https://www.instagram.com/joupernotebooks/
https://www.facebook.com/JOUPERNotebooks
https://joupernotebooks.com/


STOCKHOLM SÖDERMALM

Stureplan 4, SE-114 35 Stockholm 

Hedengrens , Sturegallerian

Brobergs, Sturegallerian

NK Fine Writing

Hamngatan 18
SE-111 47 Stockholm

STOCKHOLM CITY
Pen Store

Shop in Stockholm

Hornsgatan 98
SE-118 21 Stockholm

Stockholm City
Museum Shop

Ryssgården,
Södermalm
SE-116 46 Stockholm

BAGARMOSSEN

Blommor4U - Our local Flower & Gift Shop
The Square, SE-Bagarmossen

Brobergs, Triangeln
Södra Förstadsgatan 41, SE-211 43 Malmö

MALMÖ

Formcraft
Drottninggatan 6, SE-545 30 Töreboda

TÖREBODA

Pappersfrossa - Serilda loose sheets 45x64 cm SG
Engelbrektsgatan 4, SE-791 62 Falun

FALUN

Röhsska Museum of Design and Craft Shop
Vasagatan 37-39, SE-413 21 Göteborg
 

GÖTEBORG

Brobergs, Arkaden
SE-411 07 Göteborg

https://www.blommor4u.nu/
https://www.sturegallerian.se/en/home
https://www.sturegallerian.se/en/home
http://hedengrens.se/in-english/
http://hedengrens.se/in-english/
https://www.sturegallerian.se/se/brobergs
https://www.sturegallerian.se/se/brobergs
https://www.nk.se/avdelningar/stockholm/nk-fine-writing
https://www.penstore.se/butiken-i-stockholm
https://stadsmuseet.stockholm.se/in-english/
https://brobergs.se/
https://formcraft.se/
https://pappersfrossa.se/
https://pappersfrossa.se/
https://pappersfrossa.se/
https://rohsska.se/en/visit/the-museum-shop/
https://rohsska.se/besoka/museibutiken/
https://arkadengalleria.se/brobergs/
https://arkadengalleria.se/brobergs/

